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Installation Instructions
1st Step

Custom Storage Solutions
without Custom Prices
Your satisfaction is very important to
us. If you need any assistance
whatsoever, phone us toll free at 1866-418-1328 between 9am to 5pm
Eastern Time. Or if you prefer, send email to info@ClosetOrganizersUSA.com
Tools required to remove the
existing closet material:
1.

Hammer, crowbar and
screwdrivers for removing the
old material.

2.

Spackle and spackle knife to fill
any holes left from removing
the old material.

3rd Step

Remove all old closet material from
Locate the wall studs by tapping on
back and sidewalls. Spackle and paint the wall to hear density we suggest
as needed.
using a finishing nail or screw to
confirm where the wall studs are
located. Once you have found a stud,
2nd Step
measure 16" over to find the next
stud. Repeat this process until all
Measure up from the floor and make a studs are found and marked.
mark on the wall at the designated
height. For a standard 8' ceiling, hang
the rail at 82". For lower ceilings,
adjust accordingly. Using your level,
draw a level line across the back wall
at that same height above the floor.

Tools required to install your
new Closet Organizers
USA wardrobe system:
1.

Tape measure and pencil

2.

3' or a 4' Level.

3.

Step ladder

4.

Cordless OR electric drill for
securing the hanging rail to the
wall studs.

5.

Phillips head screw driver, #2
screw size for tightening the
cam lock fittings.

This measurement is very important
since this will set the proper height to
allow clothing to be double hung
where desired (yielding approximately
40" in each area for double hang
clothing). This will also give you a top
shelf at approximately 12" down from
the ceiling, (if your ceiling height is
96").

Next, position the track along the line
from the level and attach to the wall.
Be sure you have the track in the
proper position (with the angle coming
toward you on the top) as you
proceed.
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3rd Step, continued

Next, insert the Cam Pins into the
vertical panels per the attached
Holding the hanging rail/track in place drawing. Insert the round Cam Locks
into the pre-drilled holes of the cam
against the wall, make a light pencil
mark through the holes on the hanging shelves so that the open slot faces out.
rail where the studs are located.
Note:
Next, pre-drill each spot where you
There are (2) types of cam pins:
have marked the track for wall stud
locations. (Also be sure to pre-drill the
hanging rail where wall studs are
Type # 1 the short cam pins
located in each corner). You may
simply screw into the predrilled holes in
need to drive the screws in on a slight the panel. These are used in end
angle in the corners to find the wall
panels
studs.
or when there is NO other cam shelf
used directly next to the cam shelf.
4th Step
Type # 2 the long silver cam pins come
in two pieces and screw
Holding the track against the
together. These pins are used on
wall, drive the screws into each stud,
center panels when two cam shelves
securely fastening
are used next to each other.
the hanging rail to the wall studs.
5th Step
Prepare the
verticals by
attaching the
Rail Claw
using the predrilled holes
at the top of
the panel.
Hook the
vertical panels
on the
hanging rail
as per your closet design.

CLOSETS WITH SHELVING ONLY
In a closet where all shelving is
to be installed (no hanging rods),
your short cam pins will be used on
the (2) top holes and the (2) bottom
holes on each outside panel (right and
left).
The long cam pins will be used in the
center panels these cam pins are
double sided and will allow you to
attach continuous cam shelves along
the top and bottom of your new closet
system.

Note:
The cam shelves must be placed
snugly against the panel before you
tighten the cam fitting into the cam pin.
Simply insert your Phillips head
screwdriver into the screw head in the
cam fitting and turn it clockwise one full
turn (it will stop when tight DO NOT
FORCE IT!!).
Repeat this process with all cam
shelves.
6th Step
Next, insert the closet rod ends into the
panels where indicated on the drawing.
Rods are pre-cut and should fit right
into place.

After attaching all top and bottom
cams, next insert the shelf pins in the
desired locations and install your
shelves where needed.

